
Homework 4∗

CS 733, Semester I, 2012-2013

Friday October 5, 2012

Follow the instructions on the WEB page regarding setting up MATLAB and how to
hand in homeworks carried out using MATLAB. Ensure that you copy the relevant files over
to your machine if you are not doing assignments on the CS machines. They have changed!

This assignment deals with banded matrices, orderings and graphs.

1. Verify that if Gaussian elimination without pivoting is applied to a variable–band
matrix, this structure is preserved.

2. Show that if Gaussian elimination with row interchanges is applied to an n × n band
matrix A of bandwidth 2m + 1 (ie lower and upper bandwidth are m), the number of
nonzeros in the resulting L matrix is not greater than

∑m
i=0(n − i) (essentially the L

matrix has one entry for each entry in the lower band part of A), but there may be
fill–in in the upper triangular part in positions (i, j) with j − i ≤ 2m.

3. Construct level sets for the following cigar shaped graph starting from vertex 10, then
execute the Gibbs–Poole–Stockmeyer algorithm until its completion. Either by hand,
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or in MATLAB using spy, generate pictures of the sparsity pattern of the matrix given
the ordering of the level sets generated using vertex 10 as the starting vertex, and after
applying the GPS algorithm.

∗Homework due in class on Monday October 15, 2012. No late homework accepted.
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4. Construct a connected graph that has a pseudoperipheral vertex that is not a peripheral
vertex. [Note: the distance between any two vertexs u and v, d(u, v) is the length of
the shortest path joining u to v. The eccentricity of a vertex u is the largest distance
between u and any other vertex v, that is

e(u) := max
v∈N

d(u, v).

A peripheral vertex is one that has maximum eccentricity. u is a pseudoperipheral
vertex if d(u, v) = e(u) implies that e(u) = e(v). Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer identifies
pseudoperipheral vertices.]
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where

D1 = A11

Di = Aii − Ai,i−1D
−1
i−1Ai−1,i , i = 2, 3, . . . , N

Note that this is the formula for carrying out a block factorization of a block tridiagonal
matrix. Such matrices are produced using the Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer approach, for
example.

Hand in hard copies only of this assignment.
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